For a Lie group G with left-invariant Haar measure and associated Lebesgue spaces LP(G), we consider the heat kernels (pt}t>0 arising from a right-invariant Laplacian A on G : that is, u(t, •) = pt* f solves the heat equation (d/dt -A)u = 0 with initial condition u(0, •) = /(•). We establish weak-type (1,1) estimates for the maximal operator J? (£f = sup(>0 \pt*f\) and for related Hardy-Littlewood maximal operators in a variety of contexts, namely for groups of polynomial growth and for a number of classes of Iwasawa AN groups. We also study the "local" maximal operator J?q (J?0f = suPo<«i 1^« * /I) anc^ related Hardy-Littlewood operators for all Lie groups.
Introduction
Let G be a connected Lie group, with fixed left-invariant Haar measure dx, associated Lebesgue spaces LP(G), and modular function 5, so that f f(xy)dx = ô(y)-x f fi(x)dx.
Jg jg
As usual, we identify the Lie algebra g of G with the tangent space at the origin, and denote by exp the exponential mapping. Let {Xx, ... , Xf} be a basis for g and take k in [1, d] such that {Xx, ... , Xf} generates g as a Lie algebra. Define the corresponding sub-Laplacean A to be the right-invariant differential operator on C^°(G) given by the formula k àfix) = ^2(d/dt)2f(exp(tXj)x)\t=0 Vx g G ; ;=i A may also be considered as a densely-defined operator on LP(G). We may associate to A a family of heat kernels {p,}t>0 such that (i) ptGC°°(G) for all t in R+ ;
(ii) ô(x)pfx)=pt(x~x) and pt > 0 for all t in R+ ;
(iii) H/7,11, = 1 for all / in R+; (iv) d/dtip, * fi) = A(p, * f) for all t in R+ and every / in LP(G), 1 < p <oc;
(v) limt^0+pt * fi = fi for every / in LP(G), where the limit is in the Lp-norm if 1 < p < 4oo, and in the weak-star topology if p = co .
A relaxed account of the theory in the case where A is a Laplacean (i.e. k = d) can be found in A. Hulanicki [7] . In the general case, some modifications must be made to take into account the fact that A is subelliptic rather than elliptic. However, using the theory developed by L. Hörmander [6] , this is straightforward.
In this paper, we consider the heat semigroup {.Pt},>0, where P = pt* . In [11] , E. M. Stein showed that the maximal operator JA associated to the heat kernels Jïfi = sup\pt*fi\ VfGLp(G)
is bounded on LP(G) provided 1 < p < oo. We show here that, if JAQ is the "local" heat maximal operator JAJ = sup \p,*fi\ VfcLp(G) 0<f<l then JA0 is of weak type ( 1, 1 ) for all connected Lie groups G, and that JA is of weak type ( 1, 1 ) for many Lie groups, namely groups of polynomial growth and certain Iwasawa AN groups. We also show that, in these cases, the heat kernels resemble the heat kernels on R" ((4nt)~"' <?-'*' /4i) sufficiently closely that we can prove weak (1,1) estimates for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator obtained by averaging over "balls" in G.
The techniques we use to study maximal functions are simple, and we illustrate them in the setting where G = R" and A is the standard Laplacean. Since \\pt * fi\\p < \\fi\\p for all / in Lp(Rn) and for all p in [1, oo] , the Hopf-Dunford-Schwartz maximal ergodic theorem [2, p. 690] implies that, if we define at (t in R+) and I? by the rules at = \ft'psds and r/ = sup|fl,*/l VfGLp(Rn), t>0 then % is of weak type ( 1, 1 ). Now, for any x in R",
It follows that JA is of weak type ( 1, 1 ).
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Finally,
> 2(ner(n/2))~x\{u G Rn: \u\2 < 4t}\~1 X{u:M^M)ix), and so the weak type (1,1) boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, defined by taking averages over Euclidean balls, follows from the boundedness of the heat maximal operator J'. In order to be able to estimate the heat kernels pt by (a multiple of) the ergodic kernels at as above, we need a reasonably explicit formula for pt. The general theory of the heat equation provides enough information to allow us to treat the local maximal function JA^ on all Lie groups. On the other hand, the estimates which are presently available (see e.g. S. Kusuoko and D. Stroock [9] or N. Varopoulos [12] ) allow us to establish the weak (1,1) boundedness of the operator JA when G is of polynomial growth.
For the Iwasawa AN groups, we study a canonical Laplacean, viz one generated by an orthonormal basis of g and a basis of root vectors in n. We establish a relationship between the heat kernels on AN and the heat kernels associated with the Laplace-Beltrami operator ffA on the symmetric space G/K. (The group G is assumed to have the Iwasawa decomposition G = A NK ; then G/K = AN, as smooth manifolds.) Detailed information is available about the heat kernels on G/K for large classes of symmetric spaces; e.g. N. Lohoué and Th. Rychener [10] and J.-P. Anker and N. Lohoué [1] . Using their results and the relationship between the heat kernels on AN (for A) and on G/K (for A¿? ) we prove that JA is of weak type ( 1, 1) in the cases when G/K is of rank 1, G is complex, or g is a normal real form.
At an early stage of this work, we had established a special case of the relationship between heat kernels on AN and those on G/K (Theorem 5.2). We thank M. Flensted-Jensen for pointing out the result is general. The proofs given in 5.1-5.2 are due essentially to him.
PRELIMINARIES
Suppose that G is a connected Lie group and Xx, ... , Xk generate g. Denote also by Xx, ... , Xk the right-invariant vector fields agreeing with the respective elements of the tangent space at e ; so Xjfiix) = tLfiexpitXj)x)\t=0. Denote by B(x, r) the ball, centred at x, of radius r ; set |x| = d(x, e).
It can be shown that d is a metric on G which induces the usual topology, and which comes from a Riemannian metric when Xx, ... , Xk span g. A convenient reference for these facts is [12] .
Consider now the heat diffusion boundary value problem in R+ x G :
With the appropriate modifications to take care of the fact that {Xx, ... , Xk} is not necessarily a basis of g, Theorem 3.4 of [7] shows that there is a unique semigroup {Pt}t>0 of operators and a corresponding convolution semigroup {pt}t>0 of kernels, with properties like those of the Gaussian kernels in the Euclidean setting, such that, if f G LP(G) and u(t,-)=pt*f(-), then u is the unique solution to (2), it being understood that the boundary value is taken in the weak-star topology if p = 00 . It is important for us to have precise information about the kernels of the convolution semigroup {pt}[>0 , but this is difficult for arbitrary Lie groups G, principally because different classes of Lie groups may behave in very different ways at infinity. However, all Lie groups are locally Euclidean, so that useful general local estimates can be proved. To state these, we denote by ß that positive number for which r~fB(e, r)\ is bounded and bounded away from 0 for all r in (0,1]. See [12] . Theorem 2.1. Fix T in Rh. Then there are nonnegative constants C, C', and C" such that (a) whenever 0 < t < T and x G B(e, 1),
-Lt~ß/2exp(-\x\2/C't) <pt(x) < crß/2exp(-\x\2/C"t);
(b) whenever 0 < t < T and x G G\B(e, 1),
where h(x) = 0(e~Mx{) for all X in R+ . In particular, h G LX(G).
Proof. These inequalities follow from the estimates of Kusuoka and Stroock [9] or Varopoulos [12, §4] . D
Local maximal operators
Let the notation be as in §2. is of weak type ( 1, 1 ). The operator /1-> h*f is of strong type ( 1, 1 ). Hence JA0 is of weak type ( 1, 1 ).
(ii) To treat the operator ^ , we remark that, from part (a) of Theorem 2.1, there are constants D and tí such that, if 0 < t < T and x G G, rß/2XB(eS»)(x) ^ Drß/2exp(-\x\2/C't) < D'pt(x).
The weak (1,1) boundedness of ^ follows from that of JAQ and the earlier remarks about the freedom in the choice of T. D
Groups of polynomial growth
Let G be a group of polynomial growth, i.e. such that for any relatively compact neighbourhood U of e in G, | If" | grows polynomially in n. (We recall that all Euclidean motion groups and all nilpotent groups have this property.) Then there exists y in [0, +00), such that n~y\Un\ is bounded above and away from 0 for all such neighbourhoods U [8] . In particular, in our general framework, there are positive constants C and C1 such that C<r~y\B(e,r)\<C'
Vre[l,-K»),
and from [9] it follows that there are positive constants A, B, C,, C2, such that (1) Cxt~y/2exp(-\x\2/At) <pt(x) < C2t~y/2exp(-\x\2/Bt) whenever t > 1 and x 6 G. See also [12] . Proof. The operator A is the infinitesimal generator of a C0 semigroup. Associated with A there is a canonical semigroup of probability measures, say {p't}t>0 [7] . We wish to show that pt = p\ for all t. However, the spherical functions tpx are uniformly bounded for X in a , and S~xt G L (w ) if 5 is sufficiently large negative. It then follows that (6) \\Pt+h-Pt\\L2{w¡)<C(t)h, where C(t) is continuous in /. Now pass to u(t, •) = pt * /(•). We have \u(t + h, ■) -u(t, -)| = f{pl+hi-y)-P,i-y)}fiy~l)dy Js S denoting the compact support of /. For each y in S, (7) \\p,+hi-y) -pti-y)\y{ws) $ c\\pt+h -pt\\LHw,)> where C = sup \S(z~x)w_(z)\x/ . for (B, dp).
If d = 1 and n is even (case (b)), take (B, dp) = (R+, dy) and perform the change of variables u = cosh}' -coshx.
Similarly, if d > 1 (case (c)), take (B, dp) = (R+, dy), and make the ;i5) qfexpH) = C / qf/2(kexp(H/2)) dk J A for all H in a, where qt is the heat kernel for the complex case, and K is an analytic subgroup of G, the analytic group whose Lie algebra is g. Let p and p be half the sum of the positive roots of the pairs (g, a) and (g, a) respectively, and let ( , ), ||-||, ( , )_ , and ||-|L be the inner product and norm induced by the Killing forms on the respective Cartan subalgebras a and 5. Since g is a normal real form of g, one has a = à. Moreover p = 2p and 2||//||i = ||//||2 for all H in a. Thus, by (14) and (15), qt(expH) = C(t/2)-n/2e-{p'p)t í p0(£exp(///2))e-|¿exp("/2)|2/4'dk. is of weak type ( 1, 1 ). So therefore is J?. D
